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Greetings to members & friends of the AMHF,
May is here ready or not,
I can’t say that April was a real co‐operative month. However, between rain and strong winds
we were able to accomplish a few things. We still have considerable work to do involving the
fuel tanks so we just take it one step at a time. We cannot safely get the stress panels off
unless we have at least four people there. They are just too large and bulky for one person to
handle. Therefore, for safety reasons we just don’t try to take them off unless we have
adequate people. This translates to having two people on the wing and two people on the
ground to receive the panel.
We did have one nice day with adequate people present, so for those of you that have never
had the opportunity to see or understand what stress panels and fuel tanks look like in the
Harpoon, Glen took several pictures of that day. The pictures are all shown below with text
giving descriptions of what is taking place. I really hope our consultants and everyone else
involved is working hard to get this hanger under way. The worker bees have expended
enough time just opening and closing these panels to have completed the entire job had we
been inside out of the weather. To quote another member, “None‐the‐less those were the
conditions that prevailed.” I have no idea why the page turned yellow when it was copied and I
don’t know how to get it out so just think about grade school when you printed on yellow lined
paper. It has also been reported that some of the text over the pictures is getting out of order

while traveling in cyber space. I have no idea why, neither do I know why they didn’t copy to
the newsletter the same way I received them. All I can tell you it is above my pay grade. If
someone knows why maybe they will take over and it will never happen again.

Let me tell you about our good day at the Harpoon.
We jacked and shored up the plane and pulled a stress panel to access
a fuel tank bay between the spars, then cleaned and prepped the area.

This included vacuuming, cleaning and priming areas where the original
primer was starting to fail, and installing chafe guard material to
protect the new tanks from the structure. The stress panel itself was
also cleaned up and treated to a renewal of its corrosion proofing by Steve
while Rich made and installed the chafe protection.

It was a nice day, so Gaylon moved the tank preparation process
outside.

Here's numbers 11 and 12 of the 16 new tanks, getting shipping
materials removed and fittings installed.

Both outboard stress panels are now removed to facilitate interconnecting
the inboard and outboard pairs of cells as well as installing the hatches
with their several hundred bolts and requisite safety wiring.

I would like to remind all of you that we still have some positions we need to fill. At least two
of these can be accomplished via the internet and would be great for some of our millennials
since they love to use technology.
Membership
Inventory/Manuals
Historian/Librarian
Public relations
As I mentioned before we had many complications during April and things did not go as well as
we would like. This involved both weather and manpower available to do the job. It is a
volunteer organization and the only pay is knowing that you are keeping a piece of history alive
and by doing so paying your respect to those who have gone before you and some of who paid
the ultimate price. Along with the above jobs we still need to get this plane back in the air and
this is going to take members to come out and help. It is now summer and thanks to daylight
savings time it is now still light at 9:30. Therefore, if there are any of you who can or would like
to work evenings please let us know and we will be glad to schedule some evening work details.
We just need to know what days/evenings you are available and would be available to come
out. The board would also appreciate it if you have any other ideas on how to make this
happen.

How do we honor the 1.8 million that gave their life for America since 1775? How do we thank
them for their sacrifice? We believe Memorial Day is one day to remember
As you celebrate the month of May with all of the festivities, including the 100th running of the
500, I would ask that you not forget Decoration Day now Memorial Day and that you might take
some time to give thanks for your freedoms. Remember the men and women that gave the
ultimate sacrifice for us to be able to do this. After all that is part of our mission statement in
the AMHF.
Enjoy the summer and stay safe,
Gaylon

